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Mention of difficulties with automatic recognition named 
entities ...⇒
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 Standardized (normative) form of keyword strings in 
the bibliographic database




Core of Czech National Authority database – the digitized 
card index of authors (it was built by bibliographer 




Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules2 (AACR2), 
–
 
Machine Readable Cataloguing (MARC)
–
 





catalogue modul of the library information 
system
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 publication of the final version of the study is expected
 Complements the Functional Requirements for 
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„Nevertheless an authority file is not a biographical 
dictionary, nor a corporate bodies directory, etc., but where 






of the National Library of the Czech 
Republic 1996+
http://sigma.nkp.cz/F/?func=file&file_name=find-a&local_base=aut
 From the beginning there is great emphasis on comments, 
notes , precise citing sources of the information, ...for above
bibliographic standards
 Name authority record is not only the function name heading
of a bibliographic record, but also the subject heading (term) 
for an access to the bibliographic record / full text  
*http://archive.ifla.org/IV/ifla67/papers/096-152ae.pdf
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 1996+, 2000+ Cooperative
project
 The database is created
on  the base of curently
publish books or articals.
 Every day several dozen
Czech librarians work to 






of the National Library
of the Czech Republic
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 Methodology and coordination
–Cooperative
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 automated join of  a few authority bases on the base of attributes or
links to concrete bibliographic records







title, the standard number
 
of works
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type of publications
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 Authority records are risen, corrected, added, deleted and  
combined during the processing (cataloging) of print and 
electronic library holdings and thanks to it they contain
important and verified data about a concrete entity. 
 Library standards are tradicional rules, changes are slow but
they exist and they are required by the creators of these 
databases. 
 Cooperative project is funded from public budget, respects
heterogeneous software environment. Its strong value-added
is high level of knowledge of Czech cataloguers in the area of 
building factual databases.
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STÁTNÍ TECHNICKÁ KNIHOVNA
Authority
 
files
 
could
 
be
 
used
 
in other
 informatics
 
projects.
Authority
 
files
 
derive
 
benefit
 
from 
the other
 
use.
